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1. What is your position:
Response

%

Coach

Answer

Bar

365

14%

Conference Commissioner

53

2%

Conference Coordinator of Officials

44

2%

Game Official

2,212

83%

Total

2,674

2. Please choose the division that you are most closely affiliated.
Response

%

FBS

Answer

Bar

773

29%

FCS

514

19%

Division II

657

25%

Division III

709

27%

Total

2,653

3. Ineligible Receiver Downfield Under current rules, it is illegal for an ineligible receiver to be more than three yards beyond the neutral zone before the
passer releases a forward pass that crosses the neutral zone. (Rule 7-3-10, FR-79). Do you believe this rule should remain the same but be stringently
enforced?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

Bar

1,591

60%

No

913

34%

No opinion

165

6%

Total

2,669

4. Under current rules, it is illegal for an ineligible receiver to be more than three yards beyond the neutral zone before the passer releases a forward pass
that crosses the neutral zone. (Rule 7-3-10, FR-79). Do you favor a rules change that would make this one yard rather than three yards?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

Bar

1,025

38%

No

1,540

58%

106

4%

No opinion
Total

2,671

5. Blocking downfield on passes Should additional rules be added to manage this trend in offenses?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

638

24%

No

1,749

66%

280

10%

No opinion
Total

Bar

2,667

6. What additional rules would you suggest?
Text Response
I am not so sure new rules are needed, but calling it when it happens on a more consistent basis would help.
Referees need to be more aware that this an increasing trend and be trained when to properly spot it. It should be a OPI foul when it is caught beyond the LOS. Coaches blatantly teach it!
Blocking below the waist needs to be addressed.
Go to NFL rule. Can't go downfield on any pass regardless of whether downfield or not
Our defensive coaches are having a difficult time with the way offenses are stretching the rule. It seems to me that the head linesmen or the line judge would have to be a part of the enforcement of the rule.
Not sure
Have the eighth official look just for this infraction
Blocking on one side of the play and running a route on the other side of the play is deceptive by nature... You should not be able to block downfield until a pass is caught. If blocking anywhere downfield, a beyond the line of scrimmage throw should be illegal. I was told by an official that they will never call offensive holding in this scenario because the forward pass is away from the blocking
receiver.
To many blocks happen downfield when passes are thrown downfield
NFL rule
Simply enforce the rules of NOT blocking downfield when ball is in the air on these plays.
More training of officials to recognize and enforce the fact it is the responsibility of the WR to avoid contact.
Contact cannot occur until the WR has made a clear football move after the catch.
Wide receivers cannot block when second receiver is catching a hitch pass beyond the L.O.S.
I don't know if there should be additional rules, but the rules that exist should be enforced.
go back to the one yard rule, when the ball crosses the line of scrimmage.
An official be assigned to strictly enforce. If rule not strictly enforced a real advantage to the offense
The rule of ineligible receiver down downfield, should just be that. You should not be allowed 1 yard beyond LOS if the ball is passed beyond the LOS. 3 yards is way too far for a lineman to go and still be a clean play. I think the rule should be as described, "Ineligible receiver downfield" why create a grey for the officials and then they miss it more than they penalize it.
The wedge is illegal for kick off return teams which is good. Several teams use a 3 man wedge to protect punters, which is equally as dangerous for the players in the punt teams wedge formations.
There should be no blocking downfield when the ball is in the air on the perimeter even if the pass is behind the line of scrimmage. I can show numerous instances over the years where it is offensive interference or very close. This needs to be defined better and enforced. Also the run pass option plays where an LB comes down hill and then gets blocked as the pass is thrown makes it
impossible to defend. That is why the three yards downfield rule needs to be changed to one yard.
Blockers can be no more than 1 yard downfield.
Move the limit to one yard. There are numerous other rules that utilize the expanded neutral zone of one yard and this is a much easier landmark for officials to see and enforce more consistently. In the absence of any changes, making rules related to this area reviewable would be necessary.
Something has to be done about eye black. Players look like WWE wrestlers or Cats performers. Embarrassing
Contact designed to impede the defensive player in any way (Including a rub) is a foul
No blocking until ball is caught even if behind los
Make any bloccks below the waist outside of the free blocking zone illegal.
Eliminate blocking below the waist except for lineman blocking at the line of scrimmage.
Blockers can not be more than one yard down field on all forward passes.
No Blocking Downfield on any forward even behind the line
Restrict the blocking to players who were at the line of scrimmage at the snap.
No blocking down field once the ball goes in the air - and outside of the line or tackle box.
Get blocks below the waist out of the game (with exception for lineman in the tackle box).
Needs to be clear as to when and where the block can occur.
I would suggest going to the NFL rule that you have to have six eligible players therefore and eligible WR could not be covered up for any reason. This would allow the officials to try and not guess and also allow the defense to know for sure as it's not up to the officials judgement.
Defensive pass interference to be changed from a 15 yard penalty to a spot penalty in all cases and for fouls that occur in the end zone to the ball to be put in play at the 2 yard line.
Not so much rules but additional training and philosophy talk. To much opi if going on and not called. Possibly because dpi has been such a focus for many years.
No eligable rec may impede or block a defenders path to a ball or potential pass receiver no matter where the completion takes place until the pass has reached completion.
No blocking below the waist anywhere except at the line of scrimage.
no blocking on passes that cross the neutral zone.
eliminate it being legal when the ball is caught behind the NZ. Basically, you can't block downfield on a legal forward pass play regardless of where the ball is.
Make the illegal contact a 5 yard penalty instead of opi. This would make it more frequently called.
If an ineligible receiver is engaged with a defensive player, it should be legal for the ineligible receiver to stay engaged and continue his block regardless of how far downfield the block takes him.
A rule should expressly prohibit an A receiver from permitting or initiating contact that prevents a B player from moving freely before a legal forward pass is completed.
Reduce ineligible downfield yardage from 3 to 1 yard; Restrict all Team A players from blocking until passed ball is caught.
No leeway on pass being behind the LOS for blocking down field. No block below the waist in these instances.
Restrict receivers from interfering/blocking/'positioning' with defensive players so another receiver can get open...pick plays.
Use NFL rule that offense cant block downfield regardless if the pass is caught behind the LOS
Moving toward the NFL rule in that after intial contact by the defense if the offense continues to block the defender this would become an offensive foul. Also, do not allow any blocking downfield before a pass is caught whether behind or beyond the neutral zone
Eliminate blocking downfield on passes that cross the NZ.
No low blocks on pass plays outside the unrestricted players at the snap
no blocking down field prior to a pass being thown period (remove any reference to the LOS)
Go Back to the old rule.
No blocking beyond 1 yard beyond the LOS on any play that involves a forward pass until the receiver becomes a runner (pass is completed).
Additional situations of opi. Maybe lesser penalty but Llosa of down
I believe the rule should say but not specifically. "any eligible receiver is not allowed to block while a legal forward pass is in the air or until the ball possessed/caught by another eligible receiver. Remove the section stats if the player is a yard beyond or behind the line of scrimmage.
No blocking down field until the pass is caught by the eligible receiver
Fouls by K during onside kicks- R having option to take ball at spot of recovery by K. Extend coaches and team box to the 20- keep them out of the white.
Include loss of yardage + loss of down
I suggest making blocking at one yard and no more
All blocks downfield on pass plays would have to be above the waist. No blocking below the waist downfield.
Alter the philosophy that OPI should only be called when it occurs in the third of the field where the pass is thrown. Defenders read "blocking downfield" as dictating a certain type of play and therefore putting the defense at a potential disadvantage.
Holding enforced only if hands are outside the frame and no noticeable restriction
Clarify the differences between a receiver initiating a block, and one who is preparing to meet anticipated contact.
The limit for an an ineligible downfield should be two yards and that should be allowed only if they are blocking against a B player who was on his LOS at the snap. With these "Read Option" offenses, It is happening more and more that uncovered linemen are going downfield to block a linebacker, which causes the linebacker to read run and step up to take on the block and not get into pass
coverage thereby opening up the middle of the defense. The linebacker has to do this because if he doesn't and it is a run, the offense has created movement against the defense without actually blocking anyone. This is an unfair advantage that goes beyond the intent of a play action fake and puts the linebacker and the defense at a disadvantage. The defenders have a very valid complaint
that they are at a great disadvantage. The A linemen are quick to say that the play was supposed to be a run. By allowing the two yards beyond, A can still perform more than enough of a play action fake to force the B linemen to respect the run option so that they cannot just play pass, alleviating pressure on the A linemen. If this was an A player as an eligible receiver blocking beyond the
LOS, it is a 15 yard foul. It should be the same for the ineligible if he blocks a B player, not originally on his LOS beyond the allowed area on a legal forward pass that crosses the LOS.
No blocking below the waist.
Any block initiated by the offensive player or contact initiated by offensive player beyond 1 yard of LOS would constitute a foul by the Offense
i would favor a modification of no blocking on any forward pass until the pass has been caught, regardless of whether the pass is beyond the line or not
Disallow blocking within one yard of the LOS. If Team A initiates a block beyond the LOS and the pass is thrown more than 1 yard beyond the LOS make it a foul. Black and white. Easier to officiate.
Make it irrelevant if passes crosses line of scrimmage.
Point of emphasis for officials
Blocking should be illegal downfield until the pass contacts a receiver.
Let instant replay rule on ineligible players downfield much the same as a quarterback going beyond the line to complete a forward pass.
Any downfield contact initiated by a receiver on a pass play should be called OPI. Downfield blocking by the offense should be initiated above the waist
no part of the passer could be beyond the LOS for a legal forward pass
Rub routes and pick plays should be strictly enforced. Offensive player, or eligible receiver has an obligation to AVOID contact. Any contact that results that is not in an attempt to avoid contact should be a foul. The balance between good offense and good defense is skewed in favor of the offense at the present time.
No originally eligible receiver could block downfield on any legal forward pass until the ball is thrown.
Make blocking downfield early on any forward pass illegal regardless if pass crosses neutral zone.
Linemen are restricted to the LOS(1 yd grace) and can not leave the LOS until the ball is released. Allowing 5 linemen(300+ LBS) to go down field and block gives a great advantage to the Offense. It also creates a safety situation as the linemen peel back and by rule cant go low so they are now blocking high and above the shoulders to defenseless players making a play on the ball.
I would request that the yardage be changed to 5 yards for offensive players not receiving the ball. Less severe penalty will most likely be called more often for off ball blocking/way out of the way/POI blocking. Keep OPI the same as it is now, just make a difference between the two.
This rule is overtly picky. If a lineman is downfield there is a defender running "more" free to the Quarterback. As long as the lineman is not engaged downfield causing an OPI, does the defender really affect the play. This rule is missed a lot. Not that necessary to have in place especially with longer passes.
If the blocking downfield is by an ineligible receiver, he can be flagged for 1) ineligible downfield, or 2) OPI. I would change the rule to say that it should be OPI only. That will clean up the problems we have today.
something similar to the NFL rule
no blocking downfield even if pass is behind los
All fouls should be enforced. This should be one way to stop the players and coaches from committing fouls.
No blocking downfield on any forward pass until after the pass is completed.
Linemen cannot block past the NZ expanded on passes beyond the LOS.
No low block by any receivers should be allowed.
Eliminate all blocking below the waist except initial charge
Make the rule like the NFL. No blocking until a forward ass is caught, whether behind or beyond the LOS.
To include ANY pass, even those behind the LOS.
ineligible players only allowed to be one yard downfield on pass. Also offense should have to be set for one second before snap, already a rule but should be enforced
Contact initiated by all A players downfield should be classified as blocking.
Make this a reviewable play
Teams are beginning to push the envelope on eligible receivers blocking when a pass is caught behind the LOS. The blocks are occurring further downfield while the receiver sets up to catch the ball legally at or just beyond the LOS. However, the trend we are seeing is that once the ball is thrown the pass purposely causes the receiver to fade 2-3 yds beyond the LOS to make the catch
which technically is OPI. This is becoming increasingly difficult for the deep wing official to effectively rule. To simplify, I would suggest merely saying that an eligible receiver may not block an opponent prior to a pass being caught. This will bring this unnecessary advantage to an immediate halt and be much simpler to officiate in live action.
Rules to minimize blocking downfield prior to the pass being caught by the receiver.
Adopt the NFL rules that support this.
The multiple receiver sets on one side or the other of the ball. They are very good at disguising illegal blocks/screens/etc to get the other receiver open. I'd like to see a better restriction for them here.
Emphasize that offense must avoid contact with defender
Everything above the waist
No low/cut blocks
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7. Instant Replay – More Judgment Applied for Targeting Fouls Under current rules, the Instant Replay Official has a very limited criterion for overturning
a targeting foul. Would you favor allowing the Instant Replay Official to apply more judgment in these types of plays?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

Bar

1,757

66%

No

657

25%

No opinion

255

10%

Total

2,669

8. Instant Replay – Targeting Fouls NOT Called Under current rules, the Instant Replay Official has no authority to review a play where a targeting foul
may have occurred but the officials on the field do not make a call for targeting. Do you favor a rule change to allow the Instant Replay Official to review a
play and rule that there was a targeting foul?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

Bar

1,370

51%

No

1,120

42%

181

7%

No opinion
Total

2,671

9. Blocking Below the Waist Under current rules, blocking below the waist is prohibited in some phases of the game and by some players, depending on
their initial positions at the snap. (Rule 9-1-6, FR-89).Do you favor a rules change that would make blocking below the waist illegal except by linemen inside
the tackle box on their initial charge immediately after the snap?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

Bar

1,980

74%

No

629

24%

No opinion

61

2%

Total

2,670

10. Length of Team Timeouts Under current rules, charged team timeouts in live televised games are 30 seconds in length (plus the 25-second play-clock
interval) unless accompanied by a media timeout. (Rule 7-3-7, FR-52). Do you favor a rules change that would have all charged team timeouts be one
minute and 30 seconds, unless the head coach requests a 30-second timeout?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

Bar

671

25%

No

1,628

61%

374

14%

No opinion
Total

2,673

11. Defenseless Player – Sliding Ball Carrier Under current rules, there are several situations where players are classified as “defenseless” for purposes
of the targeting rule. The sliding ball carrier is not included. (Rules 2-27-14, FR- 41 and 9-1-4-Note 2, FR-88). Do you favor a rules change to make the
sliding ball carrier a defenseless player?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

Bar

2,065

77%

No

535

20%

No opinion

74

3%

Total

2,674

12. Tripping the Runner Under current rules, tripping an opponent is a foul, except that it is legal when the runner is tripped. (Rule 9-1-2, FR-86). Do you
favor a rules change that would make it a foul to trip the runner?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

349

13%

No

2,239

84%

86

3%

No opinion
Total

Bar

2,674

13. Use of Tablets/Computers in the Team Area or Press Box.Should these devices be permissible:
Question

Yes

No

No Opinion

Total Responses

For coaching purposes in general.

62%

21%

17%

2,610

For statistical tracking purposes only.

49%

27%

23%

2,570

To view still pictures only.

46%

32%

22%

2,568

To view video footage from previous games only.

24%

52%

24%

2,558

Without restriction.

36%

48%

16%

2,638

14. Technology – Coach to Player Communication. Would you support allowing this type of communication to occur, similar to what is utilized in the
NFL?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

Bar

1,640

61%

No

709

27%

No opinion

321

12%

Total

2,670

15. Length of Game How would you describe the current status of the length of NCAA football games?
Answer

Bar

Response

%

345

13%

Slightly too long

1,052

39%

Appropriate

1,264

47%

Slightly too short

12

0%

Much too short

2

0%

Much too long

Total

2,675

16. Stopping the Game Clock on First Down Under current rules, the game clock stops when the offense makes a first down. (Rule 3-3-2-e, FR-49) Do you
favor a rules change to:
Question

Yes

No

No Opinion

Total Responses

Have the clock not stop for a first down.

41%

55%

5%

2,537

Have the clock not stop for a first down except in the last two minutes of the half.

53%

43%

4%

2,632

17. Stopping the Game Clock on Incomplete Pass Under current rules, the game clock stops for an incomplete forward pass. (Rule 3-3-2-d, FR-49) Do you
favor a rules change to:
Question

Yes

No

No Opinion

Total Responses

Have the clock not stop for an incomplete forward pass.

19%

77%

3%

2,593

Have the clock not stop for an incomplete forward pass except in the last two minutes of the half.

27%

70%

4%

2,622

18. Starting the Game Clock: Less that Two Minutes Under current rules, the Referee has broad authority to start and stop the play clock and game clock
when either team is using tactics patently unfair to consume or conserve playing time. This includes starting the clock on the snap when the team ahead in
the score commits a foul. (Rule 3-4-3, FR-54). Do you favor a rule change to mandate that the game clock start on the snap when the team ahead in the
score commits a foul in the last two minutes of a half?
Response

%

Yes

Answer

1,391

52%

No

990

37%

No opinion

290

11%

Total

Bar

2,671

19. Please provide any additional comments you may have.
Text Response
The first question is biased to the idea that there must be a change a to the rule. The officials have at thier disposal to stringently administer the penalty as it stands and as such there is no need to change the rule. 3 yards from the LOS is very clear and they should always fairly and accurately inforce this and all rules. That is thie job. Or has someone been telling them to ignore it?
Targeting a defenseless player. Explain exactly what a defenseless player is. It cannot be a player to which the ball is thrown because it will never allow a defender to break a play up with a simultaneous collision.
A rule that would simplify formations on scrimmage kicks.
The concept of personal fouls on receivers who are deemed "defenseless" has gotten out of hand. We teach tackling the right way. A receiver who has caught the ball and started to run with it should no longer be ruled as defenseless. The officiating in our league Patriot League has taken a major step backward with the upward trend in FBS officiating in their movement to an 8th official. Thank you for including me.
Game is not too long at the D3 level. The rules to shorten it are very serious considering most d3 teams have only 9 games, some 10. Cutting their game snaps is not fair to our student athletes. As with our discussion at the coaches pannel on this, I am not sure you can continue to have the same rules apply to d3 that apply to d1. particularly with shortening the game because of TV coverage and all the timeouts that occur with that and with replay. Also with regard to technology. D3 would
need to limit that, as the budgets are just not equitable.
I'm still struck by the inconsistency of half-the-distance. I'm on defense and commit a 15-yard penalty with the ball spotted at the 5-yard line. The ball goes to the 2-1/2 yard line. On the next play, the offense commits a 15-yard penalty. The ball goes back to the 17-1/2 yard line. Half the distance should go away. All half-the-distance penalties should go for the most yardage up to the 1-yard line.
I think the linemen downfield and the RPO (Run-Pass Option) movement is the biggest change to the game of football I've seen in my lifetime. It has put defenses at an incredible disadvantage leading to scores that resemble NCAA March Madness scores. I do not want to end up back at 6-3 scores but 68-60 is just crazy - and I believe this RPO trend must be addressed. Division III has nearly 25 teams averaging over 40 points per game.
I strongly believe that all blocks below the waist be eliminated!!! On the LOS or outside the box!!!!
I am still most concerned with the substitution issues the sped up offenses create. fairness must be preserved
Non TV games are perfect in length. Don't make adjustments to the game just for the purposes of TV. NCAA Football is far more entertaining than the NFL game largely because the current timing rules make 'the comeback' more possible. Blocking below the waist less prevalent under the old rules. Officials were great in year 1 of the change when they understood the parameters but since it hasn't been a point of emphasis in a few years, they miss about 85% of the blocks that should
already be illegal. We were called for block below the waist from someone aligned in the backfield that was clearly legal this year. They need more training. Often times officials cannot see the 'forest for the trees' and are not aware of when penalties might occur. How often do officials watch film of the teams they are about to see that weekend? They need to have a better understanding of the game the are about to officiate.
I believe that the length of the game is very appropriate. The problem is not in game play or with the teams playing the games. The issue is that television games run long because advertisements and networks have to make their money. The players should not be punished by limiting their playing time or opportunities. I would be in favor of limiting the amount of commercial breaks in a televised game. It would be a shame to punish all of us because televised games are too long. We did not
have a game go over three hours this year with many of the games being between 2:30 and 2:45. Television and money should not dictate the game. I also believe that how targeting is called should be evaluated. There is not distinction between intent and there is not a lot of consistency in the calls throughout the divisions especially in non replay situations. We had a player ejected for hitting a qb that turned and ducked in to the defender that was trying to come in at shoulder level
however because the qb turned and ducked his head and forcing the contact to the helmet our player was ejected. That all happened within a half step of our defensive player. There was no way our player could have readjusted his head or angle of impact at that point. I also think that the three yard rule is an effective rule. I would be in favor of adding an official verses changing that rule. I feel that officials in our league have been too concerned with positioning of linemen and that we were
even flagged after linemen released downfield after the ball was released from the QB's hand. I think the overconcentration on that rule has led to officials missing other more important calls. I am a defensive coach and was a defensive coordinator for 13 years before becoming a head coach and I don't have a problem with the RPO systems. I think that the unfair argument could be the same for a team that runs the veer, trap, and/or counter. Those plays all have false keys in order to gain
an advantage. It is also similar to zone blitzing by the defense. I would equate that rule to say that a defensive lineman on the LOS cannot drop into coverage or a second level player has to designate himself before blitzing. I do not support the use of computers for in game video and or picture reviews for multiple reasons. First, this only furthers the advantage of teams with resources to have the technology and staff to get those things done. This could further the gap in the BSC and there
are way too many have not's in the lower divisions. I support being able to use computers for data collection and statistics during games, but not to review video or pictures. We are not the NFL and do not need to be. I would not mind having the ability to communicate to the field like the NFL, but I don't see that as a positive for lower divisions. I think this needs a lot more research of how it would effect us all and how we can make sure it is equitable before we were to move forward with
allowing those communications. I think that people that complain about fast paced offenses would be against it because it would allow for it to go even faster.
Games at the lower levels are too fast because refs aren't stopping the clock when the ball runner goes out of bounds. The illegal man downfield needs to be corrected. Cut blocks be receivers coming in towards the ball is dangerous and should be outlawed.
I really believe blocking below the waist does not cause any more injuries than any part of the physicality of our sport. Injuries happen in football and we need to allow undersized athletes the opportunity to compete in our game and blocking below the waist gives those young men an equalizer!!
I currently coach in D3 and we stick with the rules that are being changed and modified. Many rules are being changed and modified due to TV time constraints. While our playoffs are televised, most teams are never under these rules. Often these rules just shorten the game for non-televised teams resulting in fewer opportunities to compete for our players. My thought is difficult to implement but if there is a way to design the rules so that there are specific rule sets for TV games where
Instant Replay and commercial/time implications are considered. Otherwise in non-TV games the rules would not be implemented. A tough ask but it does and continues to encroach on the game for non-TV teams. Thanks
I feel what constitutes a legal catch needs to be looked at. If a receiver catches a ball and has control it should be a catch regardless of what happens when he hits the ground. The ground should not be able to cause an incomplete pass in my view. I have seen a WR make a catch, go to the ground two yards out of bounds outside the end zone, hit the ground with the ball coming loose and have it called an incomplete pass. That needs to be at least redefined. I understand the NFL is
looking at their rule and from what I have seen in NCAA games they need to look at it as well.
If you want to shorten games, less commercials. Don't alter the game itself. A few years ago we started the clock on change of possession to shorten the game and it had some hurtful side effects to the game.
The location of where a pass is touched should be reviewable, just like the location of where a kick is touched.
In lieu of the suggestions provided above for not stopping the game clock on incomplete passes, I would propose that incomplete passes be treated the same as a run out-of-bounds, i.e., stop the clock until the ball is ready for play (except in the last two minutes of each half, when the game clock would start on the snap).
Duplicate numbers on a roster should not be allowed.
Delay of game penalty. Give the fouling team the option to take a timeout to avoid the 5 yard penalty.
Make blindside blocks illegal even if not targeting just like in the NFL.
Great idea to simplify blocking below the waist.
In regards to the last question, require it to be on the snap if ahead and less than two minutes, but also still give the R the authority if under 4 minutes. The 4 minute mark is the key for many R's at this time.
Penalizing some fouls in overtime only on the succeeding spot can create an inequity, such as targeting on a QB on a scoring play can only be enforced on the try. I think the defense should start from the 40 in cases like this.
I feel the most important change to make to the game is in regards to the blocking below the waist. The game would be much safer if it was just eliminated all together.
I would be in favor of adding a rule that if a Coach gets 2 unsportsmanlike penalties he would be ejected from the game!!
Feels like there is an opportunity to make the fouls (or ruling) on OOB players on kicks and passes consistent. Thanks.
If nothing else changes, I feel no stopping of the clock for first downs, expect inside 2 minutes of each half would be the best thing we could do to help with game times. Or....have a set number and length of media timeouts. Different channels have different policies, ESPN usually is shortest, CBS longest.
After incomplete pass the game clock will start when the ball is set ready for play. Except the last 5 minutes of each half, game clock will start on the snap
I would like to see the rules go to a simple form which is able to be used from little league to the NFL.
Please, Please get the blocks below the waist out of the game (in case you missed my comment above). Don't mess with the clock, games are long because of media. Any more efforts to shorten the game will hurt the competiveness of the game and make the dramatic come back even tougher to accomplish.
The clock not being stopped on 1st downs and the clock being stopped for fouls against the team ahead when less than two minutes in the half, these would be great additions to the game and make it run more smoothly.
Move the chains to the home sideline in the second half too...with the head linesman. Adopt NFL timing rules in their entirety. They get games done in 3:00 give or take all the time and the NCAA does not.
Of all of the rules questions posed in this survey, the removal of all blocking below the waist except for linemen immediately after he snap, is the most important one of all. I have said that the game will be much safer and easier to officiate when we remove the ability for other restricted players from legally blocking low at any time.
Games without IR should not have ejections for targeting fouls. Instead, the play should be reviewed after the game and a suspension should take place the following week if TGT is upheld.
I would like to see personal fouls committed by the offense inside the A 29, be enforced like DPI is enforced inside the B 29. Offense can CHP and not get the ball placed at the 1, but defense commits a DPI and the ball is placed at the 2 or 1 depending on spot of foul. Plaster safety is paramount, but oir rules question that.
I think the committee should consider, charging each player with an UNSPORTSMANLIKE ACT when teams engage in intimidating acts prior to the game or when leave bench area during the game. By doing so, this will require the coaching staffs to manage their players to avoid an ejection for the 2nd unsportsmanlike act. Also, this makes the players more compliant as well.
Please change the rule that has the down box and chains on the Press Box side of the field and have the down box and chains be on the side of the field the Head Linesman is on. This means that they will be on each side for half the game the way it is done in the NFL.
With the ability to kick the ball out of the endzone and many teams willing to just start the series on the 25 yd line, why not consider starting at the 25 if both teams agree and bypass the kickoff, now if either team declines it's a kickoff to start the series. Each half would start with a kickoff to make it fair, but too many times it's a kickoff into the endzone, play takes a knee and that's a time waste over the length of the game especially if both teams are willing to start at the 25 yd line.
Pertaining to FR 3-4-3 question. Philosophy in Mechanics manual is Referee has discretion starting at 5 minutes left in each half.
Both teams should have the benefit of having the chains on their side for a half. I feel chains should remain with HL at all times so this can be achieved.
Stopping the clock should happen on an incomplete pass. However, like when a player goes out of bounds, start it when the ball is ready for play. The timing would go back to the old rules at the last two minutes of each half.
Remove mandate for officials to be on field 60 minutes prior to kickoff for games in Division II & III.
Consider fouls in OT administered the same as the regulation period..the way the rule reads now if you have a targeting roughing the passer on a scoring play the only option is PAT..consider using the succeeding spot or extra point on these fouls..
With regards to blocking below the waist it would be best to restrict any blocking below the waist. This would be much easier to officiate than having to identify and determine if the block was completed within the tackle box. The committee has been making good progress the past few cycles to remove some of the 'fluid' judgment that takes place on the field once the ball is snapped, i.e. did it take place in the box, was the passer outside the tackle box, etc.
Strongly in favor of having the game clock start on the ready after an incomplete pass except in the last 2 minutes of a half in which case it would start on the snap. Essentially make the game clock rules the same for an incomplete pass as they are for a runner out of bounds.
Any rule changes that take the "head out of the game" are positive steps to help eliminate concussions and improve players long-term health. I don't know how to legislate out the head to head contact linemen have at the snap but that contact can be a severe and debilitating as those that occur on defenseless players. Long term -- the head has to be removed from the action. Participation numbers at lower levels of football are declining as mothers deter their sons from playing the game.
Thank you for asking for my feedback. 2015 has been a "good" year for NCAA Football Rules. The one question which grabs my attention above is relevant to prohibiting low blocks, except by linemen in the tackle box on their initial charge - this would be a welcome change. The sliding ball carrier should also be deemed defenseless, and therefore provided protection. Last, if the objective is to shorten the game, then the rule changes as noted relevant to the clock will be incorporated.
Question is - what is the objective? The answer to changing the clock rules will be revealed after defining the objective.
Length of the game is my main concern. I believe with simply changing the rule to NOT stop the clock after first downs will improve this enough.
The number of plays in a game is getting to be really high. This increases the chance of injury to players and if the college game is really interested in reducing injuries they need to reduce the number of plays in a game. A lot of games now have over 200 plays in them and this should be a concern. Changing the timing rules on either 1st downs with the clock continuing to run or running the clock on incomplete passes would go a long way to reducing he number of plays. I would start with
letting the clock run on 1st downs and see if that is enough to reduce plays and game time.
The issue with game length is solely a function of TV and Media timeouts. By allowing the clock to run after incomplete passes or first downs will take PLAYS out of the game-which is the sole reason we have a game! The level of offense and athleticism on both sides of the ball should not be reduced because media eats up 50+ minutes of time during the normal length of game. The game is at an all time level of interest with every game having meaning. In addition with 96 members on a
team, this provides ample opportunity for more players to be involved. Don't make timing changes to take plays out of the game and turn the NCAA game into the NFL.
Suggestions: (1) The clock stopping for a first down should not be considered in regards to a 10 second runoff. This is an administrative stoppage not "caused" by either team and should not save someone from a runoff (eg: offensive player injured on a play that gains a first down in bounds. They get a timing advantage due to the injured player, allowing the offense to regroup). (2) Have the rules be more clear on when illegal substitution should be shut down prior to the snap and when it
should be treated as a live ball foul. (3) On fouls after a change of possession on a Try or Extra period - have all 15 yard fouls enforced at the subsequent spot, unless the down is replayed. Currently, Team A can horse collar tackle Team B to save a touchdown and there is no penalty for doing so. (4) Require the official chains to stay with the Head Linesman and require mandatory aux down box and line to gain markers. I don't think this would break the budget of any D3 or JUCO program.
Mechanically, this is very tough to adjust to from half to half.
High hits on the quarterback could be a personal foul without neccisarily being a targeting foul. This would better protect the quarterback.
There too many rules as it is. Let's not make it more complicated. I understand the need for player safety but let them still play football.
Policing situations where duplicate numbers come into play (two players participating simultaneously, same number at same position, etc.) is almost impossible, particularly with up-tempo offenses being the norm in today’s game. I would urge very strongly that the rules committee prohibit duplicate numbers on the roster, as the possibility of using numbers 1-99 should do the trick.
Lineman downfield could easily be reviewable by the booth. If the rules committee forces Umpires to be strict at 3 yards, it will result in many incorrect calls for the Umpire cannot watch the moment the QB releases the ball. His key is not the QB. Simply allowing replay to pick this flag up will allow the umpire to "when in doubt" throw the flag knowing that replay can bail him out.
I believe low blocks downfield should continue to be allowed but be made easier to officiate. Such as: all blocks outs of LBZ have to be north and south and not towards either sideline or back to A's Goal line.
-Allow Replay to review KOF if proper replay angle available. -clarify and simplify catch -converge definitions of catch, runner, defenseless player & targeting (type I). -bring back halo wrt KCI, was much easier than the 1 yard shoulder box. -create a national replay coordinator to standardize IVE and what makes sense. Replay should not need court of law evidence or NIH standards of proof to confirm/overturn a call.
Please consider editorially changing Rule 2-19-2-a to read, "A pass is backward if the ball first strikes the ground, a player, an official or anything else behind the spot where the ball was released. All other passes are forward passes. When in question, a pass thrown in or behind the neutral zone is forward rather than a backward pass." RATIONAL: This is how this rule is officiated.
1. make it an UNS to the player that uses the umpire as a pick to rub the defender off him 2. just like players ... for both players AND/OR COACHES after two UNS's they are ejected from the game
Do away with substitution rules holding up the offense. Simply eliminate allowing the defense to match up. You put your best eleven out and the other team the same. Use situational coaching.
Issue of towels needs to be addressed. Too much time spent pregame policing what is and what isn't a towel. Ban them totally. Need to go back to rule that states jersey must be tucked in pants. And any undershirt must be tucked in pants as well.
Eliminate a time out being called on a field goal attempt after the center is over the ball ( by the defense)
Each team should have to provide their own ball personnel to work their side of the field.
I would revise the last. Question to stop the clock and start on the snap when the offense has the ball and commits an infraction stopping the clock only for the last 1 minute
Have all concussion type situations be determined by a medical professional
Propose to make it a fouls for a runner to make contacts with potential tackler fasemask.
Current rule is fine
Please consider changing KCI to where the foul may be enforced at the deadball spot should the ball become dead beyond the spot of the foul and B will be next to snap the ball.
Add "pointing toward the ground or the ball" as another category of invalid fair catch signal.
The uniform restriction dealing with the color of towels, socks and hand warmers should be less strict. These have no effect on the game.
Please review the language which exonerates the defender from a low roughing the passer foul if he "wraps up". A forcible hit to the knee of the player in the passing posture is dangerous and should be a foul.
The biggest issue with the length of the game is the number of TV timeouts and the length of those timeouts. Each network has a different standard for the length of timeouts as well as the number per quarter. Even those out to a standard number at a set length along with reducing the break between the 1-2 and the 3-4 quarters and this will help to reduce the overall game time. Blocking below the waist needs to change as does adding a sliding player as defenseless.
NCAA needs to reduce the length of games. If the NFL can complete a game in 3-3 1/2 hours, the NCAA should be able to do the same. It is very difficult on the fans on very warm and cold days to endure 4 hour games,
The defenseless player rule is good as it is written. I don't think we need specifically deal with that except as it deals ONLY with the QB who slides feet first and is hit. We don't need to make it targeting but we need to make it a PF. There is too much indecision as to what the QB can do when does it and whether the defense reads to QBS intentions properly. If you give us the NFL standard on that one it would make life easier. As it relates to length of games-- as also a red hat for tv gamesmaking tv utilize injury timeouts for floaters no matter when they happen in a half would be advantageous. Time of games is a little too long. The regional tv is better than the nationals but it is teetering on too long.
NO HEAD SETS FOR OFFICIALS. IT DETRACTS FROM THE ABILITY TO CONCENTRATE.
Would like to see a 2 minute warning time out like the NFL
Take replay out of targeting calls. 2nd targeting call is ejection. all targeting calls reviewed by conference commissioner or his designee Monday or Tuesday to determine eligibility for the next weekend
The BBW rule needs to be changed. We do not want officials to ball watch but the current rule expects the official to know where the ball is in relation to the blocking zone at the time the block occurs and this is not practical.
For illegal sub leaving the field, he is either on or off at the snap. Eliminate the "within one step" or last step taking him off the field. Make is easy for the officials and instant replay: Player is either on or off the field.
The NCAA should require all conferences to play by NCAA rules and mechanics. Conferences that use NFL mechanics and philosophies do a disservice to consistency within the sport.
Blocking below the waist is illegal by both teams at all times during the game. Exception is for the offense at the snap and only at the snap (high school rule). Any foul committed by the losing team under 60 seconds is a 10 second runoff option for winning team.
Reduce media timeouts to not more than 1 minute 30 seconds.
Disallow any communication from the booth to officials on the field except during replay stoppages.
Please make it illegal for a player to paint his face with eye black. This serves no other purpose but to attempt to intimidate opponents.
Start the game clock on incomplete passes the same way we re-start the game clock after a run play out of bounds, except in the last 2 minutes. This would make the elapsed game time to be shorter and in line with expectations especially in games where a passing offense is primarily employed. The no huddle offense and hurry up offenses employed ensure a huge increase in the total plays per game already so the game clock re-start recommendations will have little effect on total
number of plays per game.
The conversation around blocking downfield on legal forward passes is very timely. We are getting far too many plays where the play is designed to be completed "at or near" the LOS. If no blocking was allowed downfield on any legal forward pass, it would be much easier to officiate these plays.
As far as expanding the role of Replay with regard to TGT I would suggest that the creation of a foul by replay for targeting would only be for egregious situations. i feel the officials do a good job of calling TGT fouls and this would be asking Replay to make calls that they have never made(most off the field for 5-10 years) and would lead to very inconsistent foul calling in a critical area.
Each school should require additional personnel specifically identified as such to keep the sidelines clear of obstructions downfield of the LOS during live balls. Only require one official to be on the field 60 minutes prior to kickoff, have the rest on field no later than 45 minutes.
I appreciate this survey and thank you for asking the opinions of the game officials. I enjoy officiating college football and my hope is the college game remains unique and doesn't become a carbon copy of the NFL.
Not placed in this survey is to allow any UNS or Personal Foul to all be carried over to the succeeding spot. Having verbiage to either carry over to the kickoff or succeeding spot can be confusing as was evident in the Virginia / Syracuse game.
The blocking below the waist rules are very difficult to officiate during live play. Especially the rule as it applies to the 5 and 5 yard belt for defenders. This rule needs to be simplified. Also, it would be wonderful if something could be added to the rule book or interpretations that illustrates whether it is legal or illegal for a defender to push an eligible receiver in the back (prior to the pass being thrown) while the eligible receiver is in his pass route. It would also be great to have an
interpretation that states whether or not there can be illegal touching on a try. The play clock on an A-B-A change of possession play should be set to 25, not 40 and both play and game clocks should start on the Referee's signal. Thanks for your time.
In regards to classifying a sliding player as defenseless I would be in favor of this if it was specific to the quarterback being the sliding player, not any sliding ball carrier. In regards to starting the clock on the snap in the last 2-minutes of the half for a foul committed by the team ahead in the score, I would favor this if it applies to accepted penalties only , not declined or offsetting fouls.
Submit a proposal to make defensive pass interference a mandatory spot foul. Secondly, add a loss of down penalty to an offensive pass interference foul to reduce the number of illegal pick patterns that are being executed. Lastly, look into adding a illegal contact foul to the rule book.
I believe if the rule is changed to ONE yard for ineligible player downfield, there will be a plethora of incorrect calls occurring on big or scoring playing, thus hurting the game. Especially at the lower levels. We have too many incorrect calls on this foul as it is.
Get rid of ALL hits above the shoulders and ALL low blocks
Please rid the game of blocking below the waist except immediately at the snap and at the LOS. Having to reconstruct tackle box, blocking zone, restricted vs unrestricted player are extra presnap checks that could be eliminated. In the era of tempo offenses, the dead ball time is lessening and the presnap checklist is increasing.
Thanks for asking for our input regarding possible rule changes.
I would like the committee to review the officials' ability to call a UNS foul against a team who OBVIOUSLY feigns an injury in order to stop the clock. Examples I've seen this year include a player who is instructed to flop while carrying a shoe that came off through play and multiple instances of a healthy player leaving the field, only to flop when instructed by a coach. I would also like to see ANY coach being subject to the two UNS' rule leading to a disqualification. Coaches are getting away
with way too much.
I think there should only be a 10 second game clock run off option if a false start is committed with less than 10 seconds on the play clock and with the game clock running.
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